
6 OAK— Ivy B - You were a supportive friend when
someone needed help.

Nurture - I will try to understand how
others are feeling and why

R Apple - Ayla R - You are always kind to your
friends. Well done!

R Pear - Ebony-Rose B - You are always a kind and
caring member of the class, checking that your
friends are ok and offering to play with them. Well
done Ebony!

1 LAVENDER— Gabriel W - You are always one of the
first people to notice if anyone is upset and will
comfort them.

1 ROSE— Noah-Benjamin K-B - You are always
considerate of others and ask if they are ok when
hurt or upset.

2 WILLOW — Sofia D - You are always making sure
that your friends have someone to play with and
are a very kind member of our class.

2 HAZEL — Noah S - You have been kind and
supporting a new child in our class. Well done!

3 SPRUCE - James W - You are always the first
person to comfort someone if they are upset! You
are also making lots of progress with asking for
permission before giving someone a hug. Well
done James!

3 YEW—  Alfie G - You have been thoughtful and
kind to others around you when they needed your
help. Well done!

4 ASH— Eliza B - You are always such a kind and
caring member of the class and always think
about how you peers and the staff are feeling. Keep
it up!

4 BEECH — Elizabeth W - You have been supporting
a new child. Well done!

5 CHESTNUT — Jayden H - You understood how a
new child was feeling when they could not find their
peg and you them them use yours. Well done!

5 ELM — Meredith W - You are an extremely
empathetic person and always care how others
are feeling. Well done Meredith, you are a pleasure
to have in my class.

6 CEDAR— Jayden W - You are kind and empathic
member of the class and a good friend.
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We are very excited to invite all parents and
guardians to Whitecote Primary School for

Parents evening next week. We will be hosting
the evenings on Tuesday 28th and Wednesday
29th November and the booking form is live on

Parentmail! If you are having any problems
accessing parent mail please contact the office

so that we can resolve this issue for you.

Parents EveningParents Evening  



We are having some exciting improvements to our playground will begin next week.
We're thrilled to be enhancing this beloved space for our children's enjoyment. 

To ensure the safety of everyone during the construction phase, we kindly request
that you keep your children away from the playground area while work is underway.

 We apologise for any inconvenience this may cause. The playground will be
temporarily closed during construction, and we'll provide updates on its re-opening

as soon as they become available.

 In the meantime, we encourage you to explore other nearby playgrounds or
engage in outdoor activities with your children in safe areas. Thank you for your
understanding and cooperation as we strive to create an even more enjoyable

playground experience for our children. 

Year 3 visit Aire View Care HomeYear 3 visit Aire View Care Home  
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Year 3 had an amazing time visiting the residents of
Aire View Care Home. They got to talk about the work

they have been most proud of this term, from their
stories in English, addition and subtraction in Maths

and the Stone Age in History!  


